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C A S E  1 :  Z S Ó F I A  P A P P
TRADITION: FOLK TRADITIONS IN MODERN FASHION 
THESIS LEADER: JUDIT BRÁDA, ADRIENNAGY 

Zsófia Papp's collection was about adapting the folk art of the Kalocsa countrysideinto contemporary
fashion.She felt it was important to draw attentionto the true values of our cultureby exploring and
reinterpreting the folk art of the region in a contemporary way, and to show her own perspective on the
correct use of folk art. The development and changes in the decorative arts of the region can be seen in a
beautiful way thanks to the familiarity of the landscape. In his work,he examined how, with the increased
external attention and the emergence of a demand for folk art, embroidery patterns and the tastes of
peasant society changed, and how 19th century folk art evolved into the 20th century school of folk art in the
latest style, the now familiar kalocsai fancy decoration. The main inspiration for the designwas the so-called
Old Kalocsaembroidery patterns, a style from the periodbefore the market production of folk art, which was
perhaps less known to the lay public and which developed in the 19th century. With her knowledge of
traditional motifsand compositional methods,Zsófia designed her own patterns. In the pattern collection, she
shows the generational changes in motifs and pattern writing as she progresses from regular eyelet
embroideries to motifs in bunches that fill the entire surface.

Her designs are a reinterpretation of the earliest decorative technique, the hole embroidery. Using the basic
motifs of the old Kalocsa embroideries: the circle and drop shapes, he reinterpreted the traditional patterns
and created hole embroideries using a modern technique of laser cutting. She began the pattern-making
processitself by copyingmotifs and compositions from pattern booksand archive photographs, learning about
the way women writers thought about creating compositions for wreaths and bouquets. In the design
process, she shows the evolution of the compositional method and the patterns, their space-filling
expansion. Zsófia used a laser cutting technique for the design. She has experimented with different textiles
in different textures, thicknesses and colours, as well as with patterns on different scales.
 



Colour symbolism plays an important role in folk dress. And the openwork pattern created by the hole
embroidery creates the possibility of varying the colour of the embroidery by the colour of the fabric
underneath the openwork. In Kalocsa, too, it is observed that coloured fabrics are inserted under the
perforated embroideries used on the textile furnishings to enhance the motifs.
The laser-cut punched embroidery patterns are traditionally done on a white ground, complemented by
the colourful knitted pieces of the collection. Kalocsa folk costume is no stranger to the use of different
knitted textiles. The most characteristic and well-known form was the bean stocking, a beauty ideal of the
time, designed to emphasise the thick calf. The tights were hand-embroidered with this belled surface.
This characteristic of Kalocsa determined the structure of the knitted fabrics in the collection, thus creating
a berry, dotted surface. The choice of blue-red colours was inspired by the colour scheme of early
Kalocsa embroideries.

The pieces in her clothing collection are structured so that each one features a knitted, structured garment
that defines the colour of the suit, as well as a white garment with laser-cut perforated embroidery. In the
design, he followed the 'low waste' principle familiar from folk costume design. The placement of the
patterns on the garments followed traditional composition and pattern placement methods. Horizontal and
vertical stripes, bunched compositions, patterns filling the entire surface, and thrown-ribbon compositions
appear on the garments.

With this collection, Zsófia won the RE-STITCH Design Contest in June 2022. 
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C A S E  2 : R O Z Á L I A  T Ó V A J
THE NEW DIMENSIONS: A REINTERPRETATION OF THE HUNGARIAN BLUE DYE TRADITION.
THESIS LEADER: TÜNDE BÉNYEIGY 

In her collection Rozália Tóvaj revisits and revisits the Hungarian tradition of blue dye. Visiting the blue
dyeingworkshops (Győr, Tiszakécske) and museums (the Blue Dyeing Museum in Pápa and the Goldberger
Textile Collection), she was greatly influenced by the tools of the time, the dowsing machines for applying
patterns to textiles. The patterns appear in planes on the soft fabrics and in space on the dowels. This high-
pressure process allows the repetition, the sequencing of the same pattern. This 'experience of space' was
crucial to Rosalia's design process. Dúcs can basically be dividedinto two groups:those carved in wood and
those made by riveting.The wooden instruments are lower in height and have simplerdesigns, while the
riveted designsare taller and produce a more delicate, detailed pattern. The patterns on the dowels come to
life, showing a spectacular three- dimensional play of space. They bear the mark of human handiwork, with
meticulous, precise, detailed motifs, a sign of quality workmanship and a high level of attention. The art of
making dúc has nowadays ceased to exist. Nowadays, master bluemakers carry out minor repairs
themselves, if necessary. The specimen trees still in use and stored in workshops and museums are a
reminder of a bygone trade.

These observations have been a fundamental source of inspiration for the renewal of the tradition.The
design processfocused on the tool made. Rozália adaptedthe traditional motifs into contemporary design
through a technological innovation in 3D printing.
In the design process, she used the 3D printer to place the first few layers on the printer tray in the usual
way, and then continued by inserting a perforated textile in between, pausing the machine's work. The PLA
filament flowing through the machine holds the inserted textile together so that it is firmly attached to the
surface. The resulting soft-hard materials display the spatial effect of printing trees, and the surfaceshave a
strong visual impact even as they move.

 



In the collection, Rozália experimented with the scale of the pattern's height and density and the range of
materials. She made the surfaces more playful by varying the height within the pattern, moving away from
the function of the duck, while the variations in materials served to broaden the range of uses.

By using original patterns and colours,he aimed to emphasise traditional values, considering technological
and material innovation as sufficient change. The 3D printed textiles produced are characterised by
decorativeness, rich ornamentation, translucency, three-dimensionality and surface play. In terms of use,
they are also suitable as clothing and decorative textiles. The textiles are characterised by the fact that
their high-patterned surfaces produce a sound when moved rhythmically.



C A S E  3 : A L Í Z  S I M O N
PLEAT-ON-LINE - THE PLISSÉ AS A SHAPING AND PATTERN-
FORMING TOOL
THESIS LEADER: ADRIEN NAGY 

IAlíz Simon's collection is based on the relationship between tradition and
modernity. Her aim is touse a traditional technique and reinterpret it to create
innovative, modern forms. Alíz was introduced to the technique of plissezation
through a bequest, which included the plissezation tools of Zoltán Bölöni, a Dési
plissezier, who initially plissezied for folk costumes and later for casual dresses.
The inspiration for the technique was based on his childhood in Szeklerland and
the love and teaching of his grandparents. The conceptual garment collection
aims to create a link between the past and the future, and to answer the question
of the sustainability of traditions and the possibility of carrying them on.

It shows the relationship between tradition and modernity mainly through
changes in dress, how folk costume, folk culture, is transformed and then
disappears with the influence of urban fashion. Before the acceleration of
urbanisation, the clothes worn were made by the people themselves and
accompanied them throughout their lives. By creating their own clothing, people
develop an emotional attachment to it, giving it added value for the wearer. With
industrialisation, this has ceased to be the case, and clothes have been mass-
produced, increasingly by machines, so that they have lost their former sublime
value for the wearer. Clothes that had been handed down through generations
were replaced by temporary wear that changed with the fashion waves.

The collection reimagines the traditional technology of pleating in modern
garments. In the design process, she has also used the form-shaping possibilities
of the plissé process in her garments. Plissé creates a regular pattern system
periodically repeated on the material. It requires two basic shapes, usually
waterproof cardboard formed into the desired pattern, and a textile to be
processed with a polymer fibre content precisely fitted between them. To achieve
permanent shape formation, the base material must contain at least 45%
polymer. The paperboard sheets and the textile bonded between them must be
steamed at 180 °C for at least 10 minutes so that the polymer fibres undergo a
permanent transformation, i.e. they retain their hot-formed shape even after
cooling to room temperature.
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Plissé follows a regular pattern system, with
parallel lines creating different rhythms. These
lines, when they move closer or further apart,
can create a false illusion.The collection is
based on the use of striped materials, so that
by sewing the folds together, the colour on the
striped fabric can be made uniform. From the
border of the stitching, the stripes are radially
spaced apart. The pieces in the collection are
based on the proportions found in folk costume.
Folk costumes vary from region to region,
changing the proportions of the body depending
on which female idiosyncrasies are more
prominent in a given region. 

Tailoring methods were used to emphasise or
conceal parts of the body. The designer used
various accentuating elements in the garment
collection to direct the focus on the body, such
as dense stitching on the chest, defining curve
at the waist or shaping the shoulders. The
result is a modern clothing collection based on
traditional techniques and formal inspiration.



C A S E  4 : F A N N I  V I R Á G  S Z A T M Á R I V
STRUCTURED EXPERIMENTAL FOOTWEAR COLLECTION 

THESIS LEADER:JUDIT BRÁDA
MASTER THESISCONSULTANT: HEDVIG HARMATI

Fanni Virág Szatmári's research focuses on woven, woven and structured footwear found in traditional object
culture. Most of the earliest and oldest shoes had a woven or plaited surface,usually made of animal and
vegetable materials. They are found in almost all areas of the world and were typical of peasant and peasant
cultures. In Hungary, shoe weaving spread in the 17th century. Corn husks were soaked and then woven to
make everyday objects such as bags, brooms, mats and dolls. In the village of Osli in Győr-Moson-Sopron
county, the corn husks were used to weave slippers, which was not common in other villages in Hungary. The
peculiarity of the 'Osli slippers' is that they were woven aroundthe kapta tree, which is how the shape of the
slipperswas formed. The collection was influenced by these traditional shoemaking techniques, severalof
which the designer experimented with. He was fascinated by the structural purity of traditional shoemaking,
made with one technique, one material and fully functional. 
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The aim of the collection is to realise a contemporary, innovative adaptation of a traditional craft technique
to create a footwear in which the technology of the sole and the upper are identical. The designer has
experimented with traditional craftsmanship techniques such as Nepalese shoe making, Indian basket
weaving, Yemeni strap making and sumac weaving. She has explored a wide range of materials, using
cords with different properties such as rubber cord, velvet cord, cotton cord, jewellery cord, paracord cord
and microcord cord. He has created a variety of shoe shapes from slippers to high heeled shoes. No
additional material, no sewing or gluing is required for the uppers. Using the properties of cords
functionally, where necessary, the designer used elastic or rigid cords, which also allowed the soles to be
attached. 

The aim of the concept was to make the sole an integral part of the upper, without gluing.The finished
pieces are made from paracord cord for both the upper and the soles. The paracord cord was first used to
suspend parachutes during the Second World War and is now used mainly for military purposes and for
climbing and hiking. The tensile strength and load capacity of paracord are very high, thanks to the
structure of the cord. The wear resistance of the surface of the finished soles is increased by the fact that
they are dippedin rubber milk obtained from rubber wood. After drying, the colour is whitish transparent
and the tensile strength is extremely high. The result is a collection of footwear in a 7-piece captafa that is
exemplary in the field of contemporary design.



C A S E  5 :  L Ú C I A  B E A T R I X  K I S S
REWRITED - STORAGE COLLECTION

THESES LEADERS :JUDIT BRÁDA, ILDIKÓKELE, DÓRA TOMCSÁNYI

Lúcia Beatrix Kiss' collection was inspired by secret correspondence from the time her grandparents met. They
sent postcards to each other, but to fool prying eyes, they created their own cipher. Using Cyrillic letters, they
put down on paper not Russian but Hungarian words, spelled out in mirror translation, so they managedto
preserve the confidentiality of their exchanges. This led the designer to explore a writing style, a technique for
changing messages, which is not obvious to the average reader, but only to the "expert eye". Each piece in the
collection contains a message from the grandparents' postcards. Three messages have been selected from
the correspondence. These messages have a universal meaning for everyone, today as much as sixty years
ago. The formal inspiration was influenced by the "treasure" boxes used to store postcards and reused dessert
wrappers. During the design process, he studied a number of traditional techniques until he finally found the
mastery of "scrollwork". Scrollwork is an ancient decorative technique, derived from embroidery, used to create
decorative stitches, embroidery and weaving on a leather base with split leather threads. 

The pieces in the collection are finally made with a reimagined leather weave. The graphic treatment of the
texts has been used to stitch the characters in a unique grid system. In this system, the typography has a
different look after different distortions. For the lettering, the font "Calcula" was used, which gave the lettering a
visual pattern. Leather was used for the unique lacing on the pieces in the collection, while the grid system was
made using laser-cut wood. The collection consistsof an envelope bag, a backpack and two home
storageboxes.
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'Calcula' typography used by Lúcia
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